**Motions: Representative Ray**

I move to add the following items to the Green “Ongoing State funds Building Block List – Chair Proposal” dated 2/12/2015 12:58 AM and the Cherry “One-time State funds Building Block List – Chair Proposal” dated 2/12/2015 12:56 AM. These items are to be placed at the bottom of both lists and they are part of the Governor’s Justice Reinvestment initiative:

#1:  
$300,000 ongoing General Fund for “DHS – DSAMH – Training for Provider Treatment Staff”

#2:  
$180,000 ongoing General Fund and $150,000 one-time General Fund for “DHS – DSAMH – 2 FTE and Development of Web-based System to Track Outcomes”

#3:  
$4,500,000 ongoing General Fund for “DHS – DSAMH – Substance Abuse Mental Health Community-Based Treatment Services”